Medley From
THE SECRET GARDEN

Including OPENING, THE HOUSE UPON THE HILLS, HEARD SOMEONE CRYING, A BIT OF EARTH, LILY'S EYES, THE GIRL I MEAN TO BE, WICK, COME TO MY GARDEN, HOLD ON, HOW COULD I EVER KNOW?

SATO, accompanied

Lyrics by MARGA NORMAN
Music by LUCY SIMON

Arranged by RO LOJESKI
THE HOUSE UPON THE HILL

High on a hill sits a big old house with something wrong inside it.

Spirits haunt the halls and make no effort to hide it.
What will put their souls to rest and stop their ceaseless sighing?

Why do they call out children's names and speak of those who's crying?
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And the master hears the whispers on the
stairs, dark and still the spirits speak secrets in the
house.

I heard someone crying

I heard someone crying

up on the hill.
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I heard someone singing —

May be it was Lily calling out to me.

May be it's gone so far away as I've been.

I heard someone singing —

May be it was
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61 A BIT OF EARTH

A bit of earth she wants a

lit - tle bit of earth, she'll plant some seeds.

The seeds will

grow, the flowers bloom, but is their beauty what she
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How can she chance love a


little bit of earth; she does not know.


the earth is and does - n't know if one small girl wants things to
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She needs a friend. She needs a

(Play) mf a tempo

father, brother, sister, mother's arms.

She needs to

father, brother, sister, mother's arms.

laugh. She needs to dance and learn to work her girlish charms.

She needs to laugh. She needs to dance and learn to work her girlish charms.
She needs a home.

She needs a home.

give.

Instead she asks a bit of

I cannot give.

Instead a bit of

earth to make it live.

...
eyes that saw him happy lose to go. Those eyes that gave him life and hope he'd

She has her

er known. How can he see the girl and me, those hazel

eyes. The girl has Lil's hazel. Those eyes that closed and left me all a
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Those eyes I see will never ever let me go. How can I see that girl who has her hazel eyes? Has my Lily's hazel eyes. Those eyes that saw me happy long ago. How those eyes that closed and left me. How
can now forget that when I dared to be
in
love, alive and whole in Lily's

A

ly's

143 THE GIRL I MEAN TO read a place where I can go
eyes.

mf
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about it may not a life like you and me

some-where there's a se-cret streak of green inside it now come and show you what I mean.

You hear a-way the dead winds so the
tend-er bud... can form
loos-en up... the earth and let the
root... get warm,

Let the roots get warm

Come a... day
come a warm... rain,
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Unis.

Come a snow - drop a com - in' up

Unis.

Come lil - y, come a lac

Unis.

Come to call - in' all of us to come and
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COME TO MY GARDEN
Andante (\( \text{\textit{d}} = 80 \))

Soprano Solo

\( \text{\textit{rit.}} \)  \( \text{\textit{p a tempo}} \)

\( \text{\textit{p legato}} \)  \( \text{\textit{rit.}} \)  \( \text{\textit{a tempo}} \)

\textit{Come to my garden nestled in the hill.}
\textit{Where I'll keep you safe beside me.}
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Come to my garden rest there in my arms.
There I'll see safely grown and on your way.
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up and lead me to the garden where the

new, where I'll find you and I'll find you love me.
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There is a garden
rest there in my

There will be
see you, truly
grows deep and true,
where I'll
tell you, where I'll tell you my new life.
I will

live for you.
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A Bit Slower

I shall see you in my garden, where shall see age in your garden, and

love grows free and child. spring will come and stay. Lift me

Come my garden. Come, sweet up, and lead me to the garden. Come sweet
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HOLD ON

What you've got to do is finish what you've begun.

I don't know how, but it's not over till you've won.
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storm not you, that's bound to blow away.

Hold on to someone standing by,

Hold on, don't even ask how long or why,

Child, hold...
on to what you know is wrong

hold on 'til you get through.

---

HOW COULD I EVER KNOW?

Child, oh child, how could I ever know?

I would

have to leave you so.

---
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You were the one I was born to love. Oh

how could I ever know? How could I ever know?

End Solo
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How can I say go on without me?

How when I know you still need me so?

How can I say not to dream about me?